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Help Muslims in India: donate to the Popular Front! 

The PFI should adopt cryptocurrencies to keep their finances beyond the 

reach of the Hindutva-Brahman supremacist fascist regime’s claws 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For some years there have been calls to ban the Popular Front of India (PFI). In 2017 there was a push by India’s National 

Investigation Agency to ban the organisation1. Today, as Hindutva-Brahman supremacists push India toward the abyss of 

civil war, there are renewed hysterical calls for a ban of the PFI (to ensure Muslims, and other minorities, are defenceless 

in the face of Hindutva-Brahman supremacist slaughter). According to some sources, a ban is now imminent from the 

central government2. Amongst the greatest campaigners for this cause are the obscure, conspiracy-peddling, tyrant loving, 

sectarian, munafiq kaffir so-called ‘Sufi Islamic Board’ (in reality a puppet group of the fascist Hindutva-Brahman 

supremacist BJP/RSS). 

As previously stated in other works ( 'Letter to the Popular Front of India: disregard bans and reorganise into a revolutionary 

army') any ban on the PFI, or any Muslim party or group for that matter, on the state or central level, should be disregarded, 

a course of action which is legitimate Islamically, as the covenant of protection/security (Quran 9:6-16) between Muslims in 

India and the state is broken (even if in practical terms PFI operations, in whole or in part, must go underground for a time). 

As indicated through calls by the Campus Front of India for Muslims to defend themselves3, and Muslim resistance groups 

spontaneously, and valiantly, taking to the streets in self-defence, armed with swords, throwing rocks, and reportedly even 

firing shots4, to match the sword and axe wielding Hindutva-Brahman supremacist mobs, wound up by the BJP/RSS, 

besieging mosques and attacking Muslims and their businesses5, it is clear there is much appetite amongst the Muslims in 

India to confront Hindutva-Brahman supremacist attacks. 

If a ban against the PFI does come into effect, the state will seize the PFI’s (financial) assets. Even if they are not banned, 

they may move their stooges to freeze, or close, PFI affiliated accounts. There are already suggestions/threats of this nature 

circulating in Hindutva-Brahman supremacist circles6. This threat exists for any unapologetic Muslim parties or organisations 

(like Asaduddin Owaisi’s AIMIM) which could mobilize the Muslims, and thereby challenge the agenda of the BJP/RSS to 

implement Nazi-fascist style Hindutva-Brahman supremacy. Using financial institutions which are vulnerable to attack by 

oppressive actors puts the PFI (and other Muslim and minority parties) at a disadvantage. The ability for finance to be 
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weaponised has been demonstrated by the use of sanctions by the United States (against Iran, North Korea, Venezuela 

and Cuba for resisting Western imperialism, and most recently against Russia, and even its central bank, over the proxy 

war in Ukraine). As a non-state actor, the PFI (and other Muslim and minority parties and organisations in India) are even 

more vulnerable to such an attack. 

We say to the PFI specifically, and other Muslim organisations and parties in India (and really everywhere generally), that 

they would be well advised to set up cryptocurrency wallets with service providers like ie Exodus, Samourai and Atomic, 

and call for donations in various cryptocurrencies which accommodate for anonymity ie Monero, popularity ie Bitcoin, and 

rapid transfers ie XRP/Ripple and Cardano  (you Muslims in India have world-class IT capabilities, so your advisors and 

staffers can deal with the specifics of which wallets, and which cryptocurrencies are most suitable for your conditions). If 

the PFI’s accounts are not already frozen they should consider transferring a portion, if not all, into cryptocurrency holdings, 

especially given how close to civil war the situation in India seems to be. Due to the decentralized nature of blockchain 

technology, these funds will be beyond the reach of the Hindutva-Brahman supremacist Indian regime, and there is not a 

damn thing they can do about it, howl in rage as they may do.  

However, until the PFI begins to accept cryptocurrency, we call on Muslims to donate to the PFI however they can, including 

a share of their zakat. As such we have dutifully included the PFI’s QR code and bank details as they have presented them. 

It goes without saying to ignore calls for donations by munafiq kaffir groups like the so-called ‘Sufi Islamic Board’, irrefutably 

exposed as puppets of the BJP/RSS, to embezzle the wealth of Muslims, perhaps to donate to the Ayodhya Ram Mandir 

(see ‘The Indian nation is threatened with fascist Hindutva-Brahman civil war: But the munafiq collaborationist so-called 

‘Sufi Islamic Board’ wants to shift the blame to India’s oppressed minorities’). In contrast, we call on the PFI in turn to use 

these funds, however necessary, no matter how the circumstances may change, to continue to be a shield to the Muslims 

of India, and other minorities like the Dalits and Adivasi, as they have pledged to be. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

To reiterate to all Muslims: because of significant discriminatory legislation, and extensive state sponsored crimes 

committed against Muslims in India (along with other minorities) by India’s Nazi-inspired fascist BJP/RSS Modi/Shah 

regime, the covenant of protection/security between Muslims in India and the state is broken (Quran 9:6-16). The practical 

effect of this ruling can be seen in the legal precedent set by the Sahabah Abu Basir, and his rebellion against the Quraysh 

of Mecca, supported verbally by the Prophet Muhammad (صلى الله عليه وسلم). As such, Muslims in India have the Islamically legitimate 

right, in self-defence (Quran 2:190, 47:20, 60:8) to carry out insurgency, sabotage& espionage against officials of the Indian 

regime involved in oppression as well as soldiers and police officers enforcing oppression (while groups like the PFI, or 

others, who are banned, or face bans, are at liberty to ignore/disregard these directives, and continue, and in fact escalate, 

activities). Muslims in India should work with other oppressed groups like the Dalits, Sikhs, Adivasi etc. Additionally because 

of attacks on Islamic Dawah in India, forced conversion of Muslims to other religions, appeals for help by Muslims in India 

due to the persecution they face, and attacks by the Indian regime on the sovereignty of Allah (جل جلاله)   as the only deity and 

lawmaker in the religion of Islam (challenged explicitly by the Karnataka court ruling on hijabs place in Islam, Quran 9:31, 

24:31, 24:60), all Muslims on Earth, outside of India, have the Islamically legitimate right to declare war on the Indian regime 

as a legitimate defensive jihad. If Muslims outside of India cannot directly participate in conflict against the BJP/RSS 
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Hindutva-Brahman supremacist fascist regime they should seize its assets, confiscate its shipping, deny it access to 

airspace and waterways, expel its workers (except minorities and dissidents who need protection), fund, arm and train 

mujahideen and state military forces engaged in war with India, and use cyberwarfare and sanctions against it. Muslims 

hereafter reject the terms ‘terrorism’, ‘extremism’, ‘radicalism’, ‘separatism’ etc: these are nothing but slanderous terms 

which attempt to delegitimise freedom fighters (we are told Ukrainian Molotov cocktail throwers and suicide bombers are 

‘good’, while those fighting against the oppression of state-tyrants, like the UN so-called security council P5, or their stooges 

in India, Myanmar the Zionist entity ‘Israel’ etc, like ie the Viet Cong, Algerian FLN, Nelson Mandela and his ANC, the Irish 

Republican Army, the Tamil Tigers are ‘bad’). Groups like the so-called ‘Sufi Islamic Board’, which work under harbi warrior 

kuffar, producing propaganda meant to incite violence against Muslims (like the BJP/RSS), are munafiq kaffirs in the Islamic 

legal definition (Quran 5:55-56, 3:28, 3:118), and can be engaged militarily, as they have the designation of harbi warrior 

kuffar (Quran 4:88-91), as propaganda for the purpose of incitement are war acts, as demonstrated by the legal precedent 

set when the Prophet Muhammad (صلى الله عليه وسلم) ordered the operation against Ka'b ibn al-Ashraf . Muslims need feel no reservations 

on these points, as Quran 2:217 makes clear, it is those who caused conflict through their transgression and oppression 

who bear responsibility for the conflict (the BJP/RSS are moulded on the German Nazi party, made Hitler’s Mein Kampf a 

best seller in India, believe in expansionist conquest from Afghanistan to Myanmar to Indonesia to create ‘Akhand Bharat’, 

and their ideological father MS Golwakar called for the cultural genocide of all non-Hindus in ‘Hindustan’). Muslims in India, 

and their allies from abroad, should continue their resistance struggle until the covenant of protection/security is re-

established, or independence is attained, or martyrdom is achieved. See previous writing for further elaboration and 

clarification on these points ( 1 - ‘Comments on the fascist Hindutva-Brahman supremacists calls for the genocide of 

Muslims in the Indian subcontinent’7, 2 - ‘Jihad against the Indian regime is the right of all Muslims on Earth: attacks on 

Islam and Muslim minorities will never go unanswered’8, 3 - 'Letter to the Popular Front of India: disregard bans and 

reorganise into a revolutionary army'9, 4 -‘The Indian nation is threatened with fascist Hindutva-Brahman civil war: But the 

munafiq collaborationist so-called ‘Sufi Islamic Board’ wants to shift the blame to India’s oppressed minorities’10). 
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